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Abstract
We introduce the avoidance Markov metrics and theories which provide more
flexibility in the design of random walk and impose new conditions on the
walk to avoid (or transit) a specific node (or a set of nodes) before the stop-
ping criteria. These theories help with applications that cannot be modeled
by classical Markov chains and require more flexibility and intricacy in their
modeling. Specifically, we use them for the pivotality ranking of the nodes
in a network reachabilities. More often than not, it is not sufficient simply
to know whether a source node s can reach a target node t in the network
and additional information associated with reachability, such as how long or
how many possible ways node s may take to reach node t, is required. In
this paper, we analyze the pivotality of the nodes which capture how pivotal
a role that a node k or a subset of nodes S may play in the reachability from
node s to node t in a given network. Through some synthetic and real-world
network examples, we show that these metrics build a powerful ranking tool
for the nodes based on their pivotality in the reachability.
Keywords: Avoidance Markov metrics, network analysis, pivotality ranking
1. Introduction
Markov metrics have proved to be a powerful tool for analyzing and solv-
ing a variety of problems [1, 2, 3, 4]. Hitting time, for instance, as the most
well-known Markov metric has been exploited vastly in different network
analysis applications. Fouss et al. [5] used the hitting time (and commute
time) as the measure of similarity between nodes in a recommendation sys-
tem. Sarkar et al. [6] developed a fast proximity search in large networks
by means of hitting time. Chen et al. [7] presented a clustering algorithm
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via hitting time on directed graphs. However, all of these works are con-
fined to the applications of the classical hitting time. The existing theory on
classical Markov metrics, including fundamental matrix, hitting time, hitting
cost, and absorption (hitting) probability, is the result of imposing only the
stopping criteria on the Markov chain (or equivalently on the random walk),
which is being absorbed by the absorbing state (or hitting the target node
for the first time), and has no control or condition on the visiting states in
the middle of the transition (walk).
In this paper, we introduce avoidance Markov metrics which provide more
flexibility in the design of random walk and impose new conditions on the
walk to avoid (or transit) a specific node (or a set of nodes) before the
stopping criteria. In particular, we introduce avoidance fundamental ma-
trix, avoidance hitting time, transit hitting time, and avoidance hitting cost
and establish that they can be computed from the fundamental matrices as-
sociated with the appropriately defined random walk transition probability
matrices. We also provide useful relations and lemmas for computing the
avoidance metrics. Thereafter, we show that these new metrics can pro-
vide a powerful tool for pivotality ranking of the nodes in network analysis
applications.
Pivotality Ranking: Each rechability in a network has some additional
information associated with it, such as how long or how many possible ways
are connecting the source node to target node, which are essential for ap-
plication such as packet routing, flow scheduling, load balancing, and power
management. We propose a pivotality metric to capture how pivotal a role
that a third node (or a subset of nodes) may play in the reachability from
a source node to a target node in a given network by quantifying how many
(and how long) paths from source to target go through that third node,
and how many do not. We present a few network examples for which other
pivotality-type of metrics, in contrast to ours, fail to rank the nodes according
to their pivotal roles for a chosen reachability. We also present two real-world
networks to show how well our metric can capture the correct and intuitive
pivotality ranking of the nodes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A preliminary on classical
Markov metrics is presented in Section (2). We introduce the avoidance
Markov metrics, including avoidance fundamental matrix, avoidance hitting
time, transit hitting time, and avoidance hitting cost in Section (3). Next, we
provide useful relations, lemmas, and theorems on avoidance Markov metrics
which would be insightful for future studies as well. At the end, we present
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an application of avoidance Markov metrics in pivotality ranking of nodes in
reachability problems in Section (4).
2. Classical Markov Metrics
Let G = (Xk)k>0 be a discrete-time Markov chain with transition matrix
P . A Markov chain is called absorbing if it has at least one absorbing state
that, once entered, cannot be left. The other states of an absorbing chain,
that are not traps, are called non-absorbing or transient states. In an ab-
sorbing Markov chain, from each transient state at least one absorbing state
should be reachable. Assuming that states are ordered in the way that set
of transient states T come first and set of absorbing states A come last, the
transition matrix for an absorbing Markov chain takes the following block
matrix form:
P =
[
PT T PT A
0 IAA
]
, (1)
where IAA is an |A| × |A| identity matrix and P is row-stochastic.
Let indicator function 1{Xk=m} be a random variable equal to 1 if Xk = m
and 0 otherwise. The number of visits νm tom is written in terms of indicator
functions as νm =
∑∞
k=0 1{Xk=m}. The (s,m) entry of fundamental matrix
FA represents the expected number of visits to m when the chain starts at
s and before absorption by A [8]:
FAsm = Es(νm) (2)
In the matrix form, fundamental matrix is computed as follows [9]: FA =
(I − PT T )−1
The hitting time, also known as the absorption time, is a random variable
κA : Ω → {0, 1, 2, ...} ∪ {∞} given by κA = inf {κ ≥ 0 : Xκ ∈ A}, where we
agree that the infimum of the empty set ∅ is ∞ [8]. The hitting time κA
represents the number of steps that the walk takes until it hits A for the first
time, and its expected value when the walk starts at s is denoted by [8]:
HAs = Es[κA] (3)
(Expected) hitting time can be computed from the fundamental matrix [9]:
HAs =
∑
m F
A
sm
As a generalization to hitting time, hitting cost accounts for the cost of the
transitions as well. The hitting cost is a random variable ηA : Ω → C given
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by ηA = inf {η ≥ 0 : ∃k,Xk ∈ A,
∑k
i=1wXi−1Xi = η}, where C is a countable
set, wij is the cost of edge eij, and we agree that the infimum of the empty
set ∅ is∞ [9]. The hitting cost ηA represents the total cost of the transitions
that the chain takes until it gets absorbed by A, and its expected value when
the chain starts at s is denoted by:
UAs = Es[ηA] (4)
(Expected) hitting cost was first introduced by Fouss et al. [5], presented in
a recursive form: UAs = rs+
∑
m∈Nout(s) PsmU
A
m , where rs is the expected out-
going cost rs =
∑
i psiwsi. Later, Golnari et al. [9] provided a closed-form
formulation to compute the (expected) hitting cost from the fundamental
matrix: UAs =
∑
m F
A
smrm.
The absorption probability represents the probability that the chain ends
up with each of the absorbing states and is denoted by Q which is a |T |×|A|
matrix [10]:
QA = FPT A (5)
The (s, t)-th entry of Q is the probability of absorption by absorbing state t
when the chain starts from transient state s. We denote this entry by Q{t,O}s ,
where O = A \ {t}, to be more clear about the absorbing state which is hit
(t) and the ones that are not hit (O). Note that ∑i∈AQ{i,A\{i}}s = 1, since
starting from any state s, the chain will end up being absorbed by one of
the absorbing states eventually. To learn more about the classical Markov
metrics, please refer to [9].
2.1. Connection to Networks
Consider a weighted and directed network denoted by G = (V,E,A),
where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, and A is the adjacency
matrix whose aij entry indicates the distance from i to j if edge eij ∈ E,
otherwise aij = 0. A random walk over G is modeled by a Markov chain,
where the nodes ofG represent the states of the Markov chain and the Markov
chain is fully described by its transition probability matrix: P = D−1A,
where D = diag[di] is the diagonal matrix of di’s, and di =
∑
j aij is referred
to the (out-)degree of node i. In addition, the target nodes in G can be
represented as absorbing states in the Markov chain as once being hit, the
random walk stops walking around. Throughout the paper, the words “node"
and “state", and “random walk over a network" and “Markov chain" are used
interchangeably.
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3. Avoidance Markov Metrics
In this section, we introduce four advanced Markov metrics with modified
properties and conditions.
Definition 1 (Avoidance fundamental matrix). The avoidance fundamental
matrix is the conditional expected number of visits to m while avoiding o,
when the Markov chain starts from s and before absorption by t:
F {t,o}sm = Es(νm|Xi≤κt 6= o), (6)
where νm represents the number of visits to m.
Theorem 1. The avoidance fundamental matrix can be computed from the
classical Markov metrics:
F {t,o}s,m = F
{t,o}
s,m .
Q
{t,o}
m
Q
{t,o}
s
(7)
Definition 2 (Avoidance hitting time). Avoidance (expected) hitting time
from s to t avoiding node o is the conditional expectation over the number of
steps required to hit t for the first time when starting from s and conditioned
on avoiding o on the way:
H{t,o}s = Es[κt|Xi≤κt 6= o], (8)
where κt is a random variable which represents the number of transitions
until being absorbed by t.
Theorem 2. The avoidance hitting time can be computed from the classical
Markov metrics:
H{t,o}s =
∑
m
F {t,o}s,m .
Q
{t,o}
m
Q
{t,o}
s
(9)
To find the more general form of (7) and (9) for a set of avoiding nodes
and the corresponding proofs, please refer to (Appendix A.1) and (Appendix
A.2) respectively.
Definition 3 (Avoidance hitting cost). Avoidance (expected) hitting cost
from s to t avoiding node o is the conditional expectation over the cost of
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steps required to hit t for the first time when starting from s and conditioned
on avoiding o on the way:
U{t,o}s = Es[ηt|Xk = t,Xi≤k 6= o] (10)
where ηt is a random variable which represents the cost of transitions until
being absorbed by t.
The more general form of avoidance hitting cost is presented in (Appendix
A.3).
Theorem 3. The avoidance hitting cost can be computed from classical
Markov metrics:
U{t,o}s =
∑
m
(F {t,o}s,m .
Q
{t,o}
m
Q
{t,o}
s
)r{t,o}m , (11)
where r{t,o}m =
∑
i pmiwmi
Q
{t,o}
i
Q
{t,o}
m
.
Please find the proof for the more general form of avoidance hitting cost
in (Appendix A.3).
Closely related to avoidance hitting time, we define the notion of transit
hitting time:
Definition 4 (Transit hitting time). For any third node o, the transit hitting
time H{t,o˘}s is the expected number of transitions which starts at s and always
traverses node o before being absorbed by t, obtained from:
H{t,o˘}s = H
{o,t}
s +H
{t}
o (12)
We also show that the classical hitting time can be decomposed into two
terms of avoidance hitting time and transit hitting time, with respect to a
third node. For more details please refer to Theorem 4.
3.1. Useful Relations
In the following, we present further relations and insights for advanced
Markov metrics to shed light on their usefulness for Markov analysis.
Relation 1. Similar to classical counterpart, avoidance hitting time is ob-
tained by row-sum of avoidance fundamental matrix:
H{t,o}s =
∑
m
F {t,o}s,m (13)
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Proof. Compare (7) and (9).
Relation 2. Similar to classical counterpart, avoidance hitting cost is ob-
tained by weighted row-sum of avoidance fundamental matrix:
U{t,o}s =
∑
m
F {t,o}s,m r
{t,o}
m , (14)
where r{t,o}m =
∑
i pmiwmi
Q
{t,o}
i
Q
{t,o}
m
.
Proof. Compare (7) and (11).
Relation 3. Decomposing the classical hitting time for two target nodes into
individual target avoidance components yields:
H{t,o}s = Q
{t,o}
s H
{t,o}
s +Q
{o,t}
s H
{o,t}
s (15)
Proof. Use 9 and the fact that Q{t,o}s +Q{o,t}s = 1
Theorem 4 (Hitting time decomposition into transit and avoidance com-
ponents). The hitting time from node s to node t can be decomposed into an
“avoidance" hitting time component and a “transit" hitting time component
with respect to any node o as follows:
H{t}s = Q
{t,o}
s H
{t,o}
s +Q
{o,t}
s H
{t,oˇ}
s . (16)
Proof. Take sum over m for both sides of Lemma (1) and use Lemma (2) to
obtain the following equation:
H
{j,k}
i = H
{j}
i −Q{k,j}i H{j}k (17)
Substituting Relation (3) in Eq. (17) yields the following relation:
H
{j}
i = Q
{j,k}
i H
{j,k}
i +Q
{k,j}
i (H
{k,j}
i +H
{j}
k ) = Q
{j,k}
i H
{j,k}
i +Q
{k,j}
i H
{j,kˇ}
i ,
where H{j,kˇ}i = H
{k,j}
i +H
{j}
k .
Relation 4. Avoidance fundamental matrix F {t,o}sm can be written in terms
of classical fundamental matrix F {o} where the avoiding node o is the only
absorbing state:
F {t,o}sm = F
{o}
mt (
F
{o}
sm
F
{o}
st
− F
{o}
tm
F
{o}
tt
) (18)
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Proof. Apply Lemmas (1) and (2) in Eq. (7).
Relation 5. Avoidance fundamental matrix F {t,o}sm can be written in terms
of classical fundamental matrix F {t}:
F {t,o}sm =
1
F
{t}
oo
(F
{t}
oo F
{t}
sm − F {t}so F {t}om )(F {t}oo − F {t}mo )
F
{t}
oo − F {t}so
=
F
{t}
oo F
{t}
sm − F {t}so F {t}om − F {t}smF {t}mo +Q{o,t}s F {t}omF {t}mo
F
{t}
oo − F {t}so
(19)
Proof. Use Eq. (7) and Lemma (1).
Relation 6. Avoidance hitting time H{t,o}s can be written in terms of classical
fundamental matrix F {o}:
H{t,o}s =
∑
m
F
{o}
mt (
F
{o}
sm
F
{o}
st
− F
{o}
tm
F
{o}
tt
) (20)
Proof. Use Relations (4) and (1).
Relation 7. Avoidance hitting time H{t,o}s can be written in terms of classical
fundamental matrix F {t}:
H{t,o}s =
1
F
{t}
oo
∑
m((F
{t}
oo F
{t}
sm − F {t}so F {t}om )(F {t}oo − F {t}mo ))
F
{t}
oo − F {t}so
=
1
F
{t}
oo − F {t}so
(F {t}oo H
{t}
s − F {t}so H{t}o −
∑
m
F {t}smF
{t}
mo +Q
{o,t}
s
∑
m
F {t}omF
{t}
mo )
Proof. Use Relations (5) and (1).
4. Pivotality of Nodes in Reachability Problems
Reachability is crucial in any type of complex networks, be them com-
munication and computer networks, power grids, transportation networks or
social networks [11][12][13]. More often than not, however, it is not sufficient
simply to know that a node s can reach another node t in the network. Ad-
ditional information is associated with reachability such as how long (e.g., in
terms of number of intermediate nodes to be traversed or some other mea-
sures of time or cost) or how many possible ways (e.g., in terms of paths) for
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node s to reach node t. Such information is essential for selecting paths for
packet routing or information/commodity delivery, flow scheduling, power
management, traffic control, load balancing and so forth in communication
and computer networks, power grids and transportation networks. In this
section, we analyze another piece of important information associated with
reachability – which we call pivotality. Pivotality captures how pivotal a
role that a third node k or a subset of nodes S may play in the reachability
from node s to node t in a given network by quantifying how many (and
how long) paths from s to t go through k or S, and how many do not. We
quantify this role by exploiting relationships between the hitting time and
transit hitting times and examine how much of detour cost k or S can cause.
In particular, we propose the avoidance-transit hitting time pivotality metric
(ATH). Finally we use several simulated and real-world network examples to
illustrate the advantages and utility of avoidance and transit hitting times,
especially in comparison with existing metrics proposed in the literature.
4.1. Related Work
Closely related to what we study in this section, Ranjan and Zhang [14]
introduce the notion of (forced) detour cost of a random walker from a source
s to a target t with respect to a third node k, which is defined as ∆H ts(k) :=
H
{k}
s +H
{t}
k −H{t}s . Namely, the (forced) detour cost is the additional steps
incurred when a random walker starts at source node s and is forced to first
visit the third node k, and then starts from node k to reach target node t
vs. the number of the steps it takes starting at source node s and hitting
target node t for the first time. Ranjan and Zhang show [14] that aggregated
over all pairs of sources and targets,
∑
s
∑
t ∆H
t
s(k) = L+kk. Here L+kk is
the diagonal entries of L+, the Penrose-Moore pseudo-inverse of the graph
Laplacian L = D − A, where A = [aij] is the adjacency matrix of a graph
(network) and D = diag[di], di =
∑
j aij, is the diagonal degree matrix.
Based on this (forced) detour cost as well as several other interpretations of
the diagonal entries L+kk of L+, Ranjan and Zhang advocate C∗(k) := 1/L+kk
as a new node centrality measure – referred to as the structural or topological
centrality, and demonstrate that C∗(k) := 1/L+kk indeed better captures the
structural/topological roles that node k plays in a network than existing
centrality metrics, in particular in terms of their roles in the overall network
robustness. Motivated by the results in [14], in this paper we aim to provide a
more precise characterization of how pivotal a role a third node k may play in
the random walks from a source node s to a target node t by probabilistically
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quantifying the number of paths from source s to target t that circumvent
node k vs. those that traverse node k that the random walker is likely to take.
This leads us to introduce two inter-related metrics, avoidance and transit
hitting times, to measure the pivotality of node k in the random walks from
source s to target t.
4.2. Pivotality Metrics and Network Examples
For a given node k with respect to a pair of source and target nodes s
and t, we define ATH as follows:
eATH(k) = H
{t}
s −H{t,k˘}s = H{t}s − (H{k,t}s +H{t}k ). (21)
Note that if all paths from node s to node t go through a node k∗, then
eATH(k
∗) = 0. In this case, k∗ is the most “pivotal” point of any path from s
to t in that all paths rely on k∗. We claim that in such a case, for any other
node k, eATH(k) ≤ 0; due to space limitation, we will omit the proof here. In
general, eATH(k) can be either positive, indicating that paths going through
node k are overall shorter than an “average” path from node s to node t; or
negative, indicating that paths going through node k are overall longer that
an “average” path from node s to node t.
For comparison, we also consider other metrics proposed in the literature.
We define the shortest-path pivotality metric (SHP) to measure the pivotality
of node k using the shortest paths only: eSHP (k) = Lts − (Lks + Ltk). The
maximum flow pivotality metric (MF), eMF (k), measures the amount of the
maximum flow from s to t that goes through node k in a flow network,
where the weight of edges indicate their capacity. The (classical) hitting time
pivotality metric (CH) is defined as the negative of the (forced) detour cost
defined in [14],
eCH(k) := −∆H{t}s (k) = H{t}s − (H{k}s +H{t}k ). (22)
Notice the similarity between eATH(k) and eCH(k), except the terms H
{k,t}
s
andH{k}s . Due to the triangle inequality of the shortest path distance and the
hitting time, eSHP (k) ≤ 0 and eCH(k) ≤ 0 whereas by definition, eMF (k) ≥ 0
for all k and all pairs of source and target nodes, s and t. Despite these
differences, in terms of ranking of nodes based on their pivotality using each
metric, what matters is their relative values: as long as e(k1) < e(k2), node
k2 is more “pivotal” than k1 in terms of reachability from s to t.
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Figure 1: Network example 1
nodes 2 3 5
eSHP -1 -1 0
eMF 0.5 0.5 0.5
eCH -3.5 -3.5 -3.5
eATH -0.5 -0.5 0.5
Table 1: Pivotality metrics for
reachability from node 1 to node 4
Figure 2: Network example 2
eCH eATH
k1, k2 k1, k2
L2 = 1, N2 = 2 -7,-2.5 -0.75,0.36
L2 = 2, N2 = 1 -5.14,-5.14 -0.14,-0.14
L2 = 2, N2 = 2 -8.17,-2.92 -0.17,-0.06
L2 = 20, N2 = 2 -29.17,-10.42 10.33,-7.56
L2 = 20, N2 = 1 -15.14,-15.14 7.86,-10.14
Table 2: CH and ATH pivotality metrics for
various choices of N2 and L2
Using several simple network examples, in this section we illustrate and
compare the behavior of the pivotality metrics defined above. First consider
the simple network example shown in Fig. 1 where the weight of all edges
is 1, i.e., aij = 1. With node 1 being the source and node 4 the target, it
is intuitively apparent that node 5 is more “pivotal” than node 2 or node 3,
given that it is on the shorter path. The pivotaliy metrics computed using
the four methods are shown in Table 1. We say that both the MF and CH
metrics fail to rank the nodes correctly in that they are not able to recognize
the higher pivotality of node 5 over nodes 2 and 3.
Figure 2 provides a more general network example which can help illus-
trate the different behaviors of the pivotality metrics under study. In this
network, there exists a shortest path of length 2 from source s to target
t (gray-colored path) interconnected to two groups of (blue-colored) paths
passing through k1 and k2: a three-hop path from source s via node k1 to
target t, whereas there are N2 parallel paths going through node k2, the
length of which are L2 + 1. If L2 = 2 and N2 = 1 the network is symmetric
with respect to k1 and k2 and yields equal pivotality for k1 and k2 in reach-
ability from s to t (second row of Table 2). However, if N2 ≈ 1 and L2  2,
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Figure 3: Network example 3
intuitively node k1 plays a more pivotal role than k2. On the other hand, as
the number N2 of parallel paths going through k2 increases while their length
L2 + 1 is not significantly much longer than 3, say, L2 = 3, node k2 will play
an increasingly more pivotal role in delivering traffic, information or other
commodity from node s to node t. Intuitively, there is a trade-off between N2
and L2: more parallel paths going through node k2 will increase its pivotality
as it enhances the overall “capacity” from node s to node t; however larger
L2 will diminish its pivotality as longer paths increase the “cost” of using
these parallel paths. Despite such intuitions regarding the relative pivotality
values of node k1 and node k2, if L2 > 2 the SHP pivotality metric will always
rank node k1 higher than k2 independently of N2 (for L2 = 2 gives the same
ranking to them). Whereas, as long as N2 > 1, the MF pivotality metric will
always rank node k2 higher than node k1 independently of L2. Hence both
these two metrics fail to capture the differing roles of node k2 with varying
N2 and L2. To evaluate the performance of CH and ATH pivotality metrics
in capturing the differing roles of node k2 with varying N2 and L2, some ex-
ample values are shown in Table 2. Based on these results, the CH pivotality
metric ranks node k2 higher than node k1 as long as N2 > 1, and ranks them
the same when N2 = 1 no matter how large is L2, behaving the same as the
MF pivotality metric. However, the ATH pivotality metric ranks successfully
node k1 higher than node k2 when N2 is close to 1 and L2 is quite larger than
2.
The subtle difference in the behaviors of the CH and ATH pivotality
metrics lies in the termH{k}s in eq.(22) vs. the termH{k,t}s in eq.(21). Namely,
in accounting for the (forced) detour cost, the CH method allows and includes
paths/walks from the source node s to the third node k that may have
already traversed the target node t; in network example 2, increasing L2 has
a destructive effect on the CH pivotality metric of k1 by accounting the paths
12
Figure 4: Node pivotality ranking in
a Fat-tree network for the reachability
of the source node s to target node t:
red indicates highest pivotality and black
shows non-pivotality.
Figure 5: Node pivotality ranking in the
ESNet network for the reachability of the
source node s to target node t: red indi-
cates highest pivotality and black shows
non-pivotality.
passing through t before hitting k1, such as the walk (s − k2 − t − s − k2 −
t − ... − s − k1), and increasing the term H{k1}s in eq.(22) as the result. In
contrast, the ATH method excludes such paths/walks in accounting for the
detour cost. As a result, the ATH provides a more precise quantification of
the detour cost when a random walker is “forced” to transit a third node k,
and thereby how pivotal a role node k plays in the reachability from a source
to a target.
The ATH metric allows us to identify nodes that are “superfluous” with
respect to the reachability of a source to a target. This can be best illustrated
by the two simple examples shown in Fig. 3. In both examples, consider node
1 as the source and node 2 as the target. It is obvious that node 3 is “su-
perfluous” with respect to this source-target pair in that node 3 plays no
part in the reachability from node 1 to node 2. In other words, if node 3
fails or is removed from the network, the reachability from node 1 to node 2
(and the associated “capacity”) is not affected at all. This can be captured
by the fact that in both networks in Figs. 3 (a) and (b), the probability of
hitting node 3 before node 2 is zero, i.e., Q{3,2}1 = 0. Thus the denominator
of the term H{3,2}1 in eq.(9) becomes zero and thus H
{3,2}
1 =∞. This renders
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eATH(3) = −∞ (see eq.(21)), indicating the non-pivotality of node 3. In con-
trast, the CH metric and SHP metric yield eCH(3) = −3 and eSHP (3) = −3
for Fig. 3(a) and eCH(3) = −4 and eSHP (3) = −2 for Fig. 3(b) respectively.
4.3. Node Pivotality Ranking using the ATH Metric
Lastly we apply the node pivotality ranking using our ATH metric to
two real-world networks: Fat-Tree [15] and the ESNet [16]. Fat-tree is a
special h-ary (h ≥ 2) “tree-shaped” structure first proposed in [15] for efficient
communication with uniform bi-section bandwidth, and for this reason it has
been adopted in data center networks [17]. Fig. (4) shows 3-ary fat-tree
structure with 99 nodes, where the node colors are shaded based on their
ATH pivotality measures with respect to the reachability from the source s
to the target node t. In the figure, the color spectrum from red to white
and then to black shows the range of the ATH value from high to low: the
nodes with the larger ATH value, are more pivotal to the reachability from
s to t are represented with red and “reddish” colors; in contrast, the nodes
that play no part in the reachability from s to t are represented with black
color. The results for the ESNet, the DoE energy science network with 68
nodes [16] are shown in Fig. (5). Both examples illustrate the efficacy of the
ATH metric in correctly capturing and ranking the pivotality of nodes in the
reachability from a source node to a target node. Due to space limitation,
we do not elaborate on them.
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Appendix A. More on Avoidance and Transit Random Walk Met-
rics
The following two lemmas would be used for the proof of theorems later
in the appendix. For the proofs of these lemmas please refer to [9].
Lemma 1 (Incremental Computation of Fundamental Matrix). The funda-
mental matrix for target set of O1∪O2 can be computed from the fundamental
matrix for target set O1:
F
{O1,O2}
im = F
{O1}
im − F {O1}iO2 (F
{O1}
O2O2)
−1F {O1}O2m , (A.1)
where the subscripts represent the rows and columns selected from the matrix
respectively, e.g. F {O1}iO2 denotes the row i and the columns corresponding to
set O2 of the fundamental matrix F {O1}.
Lemma 2 (Absorption Probability and Normalized Fundamental Matrix).
The absorption probability for absorbing set {j} ∪ O can be found from the
fundamental matrix for absorbing set O:
Q
{j,O}
i =
F
{O}
ij
F
{O}
jj
(A.2)
Appendix A.1. Avoidance Fundamental Matrix
The indicator function 1{Xk=m} is the random variable equal to 1 if
Xk = m and 0 otherwise. The number of visits νm to m is written in terms
of indicator functions as νm =
∑∞
k=0 1{Xk=m}. The avoidance fundamental
matrix (or avoidance number of visits), which we introduce as the conditional
expectation of number of visits conditioned on avoiding set O, is obtained as
15
follows. Recall that κt is the stopping criteria for the walk.
F {t,O}sm = Es(νm|Xi≤κt /∈ O) =
∑
k=0
Es(1{Xk=m}|Xi≤κt /∈ O)
=
∑
k=0
P(Xk = m|Xi≤κt /∈ O, X0 = s)
=
∑
k=0 P(Xk = m,Xi≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
P(Xi≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
k=0 P(Xk = m,Xi<k /∈ O, Xk<i≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
P(Xi≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
k=0 P(Xk = m,Xi<k /∈ O|X0 = s)P(Xk = m,Xk<i≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
P(Xi≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
k=0 P(Xk = m,Xi<k /∈ O|X0 = s)P(X0<i≤κt /∈ O|X0 = m)
P(Xi≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
k=0[P
k
T T ]sm
∑
k=1[P
k−1
T T PT A]mt∑
k=1[P
k−1
T T PT A]st
=
F
{t,O}
sm
∑
k=1[P
k−1
T T PT A]mt∑
k=1[P
k−1
T T PT A]st
, (A.3)
Now if terms
∑
k=1[P
k−1
T T PT A]it, for i = m, s in numerator and denomina-
tor, are replaced with the following relation, the simplified expression in (7)
is obtained: ∑
k
[P k−1T T PT A]it = u
′
i(I + PT T + P
2
T T + ...)PT Aut
= u′i(I − PT T )−1PT Aut
= u′iFPT Aut
= u′iQ
{t,O}
= Q
{t,O}
i , (A.4)
where ui is a column vector of all zeros but i-th entry equal to 1.
Appendix A.2. Avoidance Hitting Time
The hitting time of a node t ∈ V is the random variable κt : Ω →
{0, 1, 2, ...} ∪ {∞} given by κt = inf {κ ≥ 0 : Xκ = t}, where we agree that
the infimum of the empty set ∅ is ∞. The hitting time κt represents the
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number of steps that the walk takes until it hits t for the first time. The
avoidance (expected) hitting time from s to t conditioned on avoiding set O
is defined as follows
H{t,O}s = Es[κt|Xi≤κt /∈ O] =
∑
k=1
kP(Xk = t|Xi≤κt /∈ O, X0 = s)
=
∑
k=1
k
P(Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)
P(Xi≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
k=1 kP(Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)
P(Xi≤κt /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
k=1 kP(Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)∑
k=1 P(κt = k,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
k=1 kP(Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)∑
k=1 P(Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
k=1 k[P
k−1
T T PT A]st∑
k=1[P
k−1
T T PT A]st
, (A.5)
here the transient set is T = V \ (O∪{t}). Substituting the numerator with
the following relation (A.6) and the denominator with (A.4), the simplified
expression for avoidance hitting time in (9) is obtained.∑
k
k[P k−1T T PT A]st = u
′
s(I + 2PT T + 3P
2
T T + ...)PT Aut
= u′s(I − PT T )−2PT Aut
= u′sF
2PT Aut
= u′sFQ
{t,O}
=
∑
m
F {t,O}sm Q
{t,O}
m (A.6)
The relation between avoidance hitting time and avoidance fundamental
matrix is as follows:
H{t,O}s =
∑
m
F {t,O}sm = F
{t,O}
s: 1, (A.7)
where F {t,O}s: is the s-th row of avoidance fundamental matrix.
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Appendix A.3. Avoidance Hitting Cost
Let G = (Xk)k>0 be a discrete-time Markov chain with transition matrix
P and weight matrix W . The hitting cost of a node t ∈ V is a random
variable ηt : Ω→ C given by ηt = inf {η ≥ 0 : ∃k,Xk = t,
∑k
i=1wXi−1Xi = η},
where C is a countable set. Let ZOst be the set of all walks from s to t which
avoid set O, and ζj be the j-th walk from this set. We also use ZOsm(l) to
denote the subset of walks whose total length is l, and ZOsm(k, l) to specify
the walks which have total length of l and total step size of k. Avoidance
(expected) hitting cost from s to t conditioned on avoiding O is defined as
follows:
U{t,O}s = Es[ηt|Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O] =
∑
l∈C
lP(ηt = l|Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O, X0 = s)
=
∑
l∈C lP(ηt = l, Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)
P(Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s) (A.8)
=
∑
l∈C l
∑<∞
k=1 P(
∑k
i=1wXi−1Xi = l, Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)∑<∞
k=1 P(Xk = t,Xi≤k /∈ O|X0 = s)
=
∑
l∈C l
∑<∞
k=1
∑
ζj∈ZOst(k,l) Prζj∑<∞
k=1
∑
ζj∈ZOst(k) Prζj
(A.9)
=
∑
l∈C l
∑
ζj∈ZOst(l) Prζj∑
ζj∈ZOst Prζj
=
∑
l∈C l
∑
ζj∈ZOst(l) Prζj∑
l∈C
∑
ζj∈ZOst(l) Prζj
=
∑
l∈C lPr
O
l∑
l∈C Pr
O
l
(A.10)
where PrOl is the probability of hitting t in total length of l when starting from
s and avoiding setO. It is obtained from the aggregation of walk probabilities
with length l which avoid set O. Therefor, the following three quantities are
all the same: PrOl =
∑
ζj∈ZOst(l) Prζj = P(ηt = l|Xi≤k /∈ O, Xk = t,X0 = s).
We can also continue (A.9) as an aggregation over walks with specified
lengths to achieve another form of avoidance hitting cost and derive the form
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presented in (11):
U{t,O}s =
∑
l∈C l
∑<∞
k=1
∑
ζj∈ZOst(k,l) Prζj∑<∞
k=1
∑
ζj∈ZOst(k) Prζj
(A.11)
=
∑
l∈C
∑<∞
k=1
∑
ζj∈ZOst(k,l) lζjPrζj∑<∞
k=1
∑
ζj∈ZOst(k) Prζj
=
∑
ζj∈ZOst lζjPrζj∑
ζj∈ZOst Prζj
(A.12)
=
∑
ζj∈ZOst Prζj
∑kζj
k=1wvk−1vk
Q
{t,O}
s
=
∑
ζj∈ZOst
∑kζj
k=1[
∏k
i=1 Pvi−1vi(Pvkvk+1wvkvk+1)
∏kζj
i=k+2 Pvi−1vi ]
Q
{t,O}
s
=
∑
exy∈E,x∈T ,y∈T ∪{t} Pxywxy(
∑
ζj∈ZOsx Prζj) · (
∑
ζi∈ZOyt Prζi)
Q
{t,O}
s
=
∑
exy∈E,x∈T ,y∈T ∪{t} Pxywxy(
∑
k
∑
ζj∈ZOsx(k) Prζj) · (
∑
k
∑
ζi∈ZOyt(k) Prζi)
Q
{t,O}
s
=
∑
exy∈E,x∈T ,y∈T ∪{t} Pxywxy(
∑
k
[P kT T ]sx) · (
∑
k
[P k−1T T PT A]yt)
Q
{t,O}
s
=
∑
exy∈E,x∈T ,y∈T ∪{t} PxywxyF
{t,O}
sx Q
{t,O}
y
Q
{t,O}
s
=
∑
x∈T F
{t,O}
sx Q
{t,O}
x
∑
y∈Nout(x)\O pxy
Q
{t,O}
y
Q
{t,O}
x
wxy
Q
{t,O}
s
=
∑
x∈T F
{t,O}
sx Q
{t,O}
x rt,Ox
Q
{t,O}
s
, (A.13)
where the transient set here is equal to T = V \ O ∪ {t}.
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